[Synchronization of electrical field potentials in neocortex of rat after isolation of a cortex island in the contralateral brain hemisphere].
A correlation between the number of boutons and synchronization of electrical activity in two sites of the intact right somatosensory cortex of rats was anakyzed at different stages of axonal sprouting elicited by isolation of a cortex slab in the left cortex. Time delay between the development of epileptiform field potentials in two sites of intact cortex located at a distance of 4 mm from each other was determined as a parameter of synchronization. The analysis was carried out in 30 and 90 days after the complete isolation of the neural island in a symmetrical site of the contralateral cortex. Epileptiform activity was induced by penicillin. A significant increase in the number of boutons in the II and V layers of the intact cortex observed 90 days after the isolation of neural island in a symmetrical site of the cortex corresponded to a significant decrease in the delay of electrical activity development. Similar effects were observed in the V layer of the island 30 days after the isolation. The results suggest that the cortex lesion activates formation of new synaptic boutons in a contralateral site and increases a degree of synchronization of electrical activity, which may affect the epileptogenesis. The data suggest that pyramids of the III and, most probably, V layers form a neuronal network in the rat neocortex thus providing synchronization of epileptiform field potentials.